May 2013 Month End Comments
The month of May was a difficult timeframe for our long-term positions. As noted in most of our monthly
commentaries, “normal” weather is assumed when determining our long-term thoughts on the grain and oilseed
markets. The weather experienced in the month of May was anything but normal.
The map to the right illustrates my point
here. Note the huge area of red on the map. The
red color indicates rainfall accumulations of over 6
inches during the past 30 days. This excessive
rainfall through the heart of the Midwest has
slowed planting progress for both corn and
soybeans. Although corn planting progress has
finally started to catch up in most areas to start the
month of June, soybean planting lags significantly.
The main concern here isn’t that the late
planting will reduce yield potential. Though it is
generally assumed that early-planted crops yield
better, the reality is there is very little correlation between the two. Instead, the main concern is a loss of
acreage. Farmers in these excessively wet areas are faced with a choice to take the risk of planting a crop with
uncertain summer weather ahead or take the known insurance payment. To be clear, the insurance payment is
only a fraction of what most farmers would expect to make in a “normal” year, but with uncertain weather and
yield potential going forward, it might be an attractive and safe option for some.
This uncertainty surrounding production prospects has driven the market to add additional risk premium
to new crop corn and soybean futures over the past month. The market has responded with a furious rally in the
past two weeks, and this has caused losses in our long-held bearish new crop positions.
I remain bearish to new crop corn values. The uncertainty surrounding corn planting is starting to wrap
up. I am currently assuming a loss of approximately 3 million acres to planted area relative to the USDA’s March
Planting Intentions report, but the new-crop balance sheet was well-equipped to handle this shortfall. Export
demand remains lackluster and will continue to suffer due to more competitively priced supplies overseas.
Ethanol demand has improved and looks strong currently, but the 10% “blend-wall” is staring right at us and puts
a ceiling on possible ethanol production. Additionally, I expect ethanol imports to compete strongly against
domestically-produced supplies in Q4 of this year as the industry seeks to utilize imported (sugar-based) ethanol
to meet “advanced biofuel” RFS requirements.
I remain bearish to new crop winter wheat values. There isn’t much change to note here. The change in
the weather pattern has adversely affected corn and soybean planting potential, but it really hasn’t done much to
change winter wheat production prospects. Certainly spring wheat potential looks lower than it did a month ago,
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but given solid conditions in Canada and deregulation of exports in that country that will allow for stronger
imports into the US, I don’t see this being a major sticking point to the overall wheat balance sheet. Additionally,
weather conditions in Ukraine/Russia appear mostly favorable, and the resurgence of production this year
(following drought-reduced production last year) will add supply to compete against US wheat exports. Europe is
also looking at a significant gain in year-over-year wheat production, which should limit their coarse grain imports
and provide additional competing supplies to the global market place.
I also view the wheat-corn spreads to be
entirely too wide in the deferred contract
positions. The chart attached here shows the
spread relationship between WN-CN, WU-CU,
and WZ-CZ. I suspect that once the July contracts
near expiration, the WU-CU spread will need to
correct to a position where wheat is not overly
priced vs. corn in an attempt to “find” feed
demand. At this point, the WZ-CZ spread doesn’t
need to work in an attempt to push itself into
feed channels, but from a historical basis this
spread still looks entirely too wide. For this
reason, I prefer shorts in WZ to shorts in CZ. This
mainly is a function of the corn market being
inverted currently while wheat remains in a
carry.
I remain negative to new crop soybean futures. I initiated this position originally with the thought that
soybeans would gain acres from corn due to the wet conditions in the Midwest. That line of reasoning appears
less certain right now, but I still like the position for other reasons. The tight old crop balance sheet appears to be
close to resolving itself. US export demand for soybeans has virtually disappeared overnight. Chinese buyers
have already cancelled some old crop purchases, and what they don’t cancel will likely just be rolled into the new
crop year. I expect no significant further exports of soybeans to China for the remainder of the old crop
marketing year (there could be some minor container business). Additionally, US domestic crushers have been
able to secure solid ownership of soybeans now. The market had to rally to stir producer selling, and this rally in
the front end of the board did the trick. Now crushers are sitting on perhaps two months of inventory and no
longer will feel the need to “push” to source beans. Admittedly, the pace of soymeal sales remains strong, but I
do expect this to be resolved in the very near future as Argentine meal basis continues to shrink and the price
spread between Argentine meal and US meal is starting to become wide enough to attract interest despite the
lower quality of Argentine meal.
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I have no position in live cattle currently and do not anticipate establishing a position in the near future.
I remain negative to cattle prices over the long term, but I suspect the break in prices may have gone far enough
for now. Additionally, improving weather conditions might allow for better pasture and the beginning of heifer
retention which would slowly rebuild the cattle herd. In the long run, such heifer retention would be negative as
it would increase fed cattle supplies…but that is a two-year process. In the short/medium term, this heifer
retention could reduce fed cattle supplies and could lead to tighter cattle numbers early into 2014.
Regards,
David Zelinski
Opus Futures, LLC
June 6, 2013
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